
This workshop provides a complete introduction to the craft of 
writing stories and creating images for comics in all their many 
forms. This course will function as a critical analysis of comics as 
a medium, as well as an intensive exploration of the many aspects 
of writing, drawing, editing, and publishing comics and graphic 
narratives.  Experience in creative writing or drawing is not nec-
essary—this course emphasizes creative clarity as a means of 
self-expression.  

As this course is taught in tandem, you will receive guided instruc-
tion in two complementary disciplines: creative writing and visual 
arts. This course will explore the myriad ways these two forms of 
expression compliment, inform, and differ from one another. In 
addition to creating your own graphic narratives, we will explore the 
works of other comic book creators, writers, and artists. 

course info

expectations
This course is first and foremost a workshop environment. Students 
are expected to participate – not just in completing their writing as-
signments - but in debate and discussion. Creativity only improves 
when it is subjected to feedback, and all students are expected to 
share their ideas, writing, and drawings, as well as provide feed-
back for one another. Feedback is expected to be constructive as 
well as compassionate. The class will teach the difference between 
constructive criticism and criticism that has no chance of improving 
another’s work. Criticism that is hurtful and not designed to help, 
like any other form of disruptive behavior that hinders the other 
students’ learning experience, will not be tolerated.

attendance
Out of respect for your peers and to foster the most professional 
working environment, a rigid attendance policy is to be observed 
at ALL TIMES. Punctuality, preparedness, and the ability to meet 
deadlines are considered in the assessment of your progress in 
this course. 

•Only 2 absences are allowed per semester
•3 tardies equal 1 absence
•Coming to class late, or leaving class before dismissed count as 
a tardy. 
•More than 2 absences will adversely affect your final grade. 
More than 3 absences will result in an automatic failure for the 
course. Zero exceptions.

There are no additional excused absences.  Your two absences 
are allowed due to the inevitable car problem, illness, or family 
emergency. Reserve your absences for EMERGENCIES. In 
the event that you need to miss class for any reason, please 
be responsible and communicate that with us via email, office 
phone, etc.  You wouldn’t just not show up to work, so don’t do 
that for class either. If you miss a class, please do not ask what 
you missed. It is your responsibility to get the materials and 
notes from another member of the class, and we will expect you 
to show up prepared at the next class session. Coming to class 
late, or leaving early is disruptive, so please bare that in mind 
and avoid being rude to your fellow classmates. This policy will 
be enforced strictly and without negotiation. 



required materials 
This course will allow us to explore a variety of experimental mixed media approaches to making comics and illustrations. As many 
indie comic creators discover, medium can really enhance the mood, feel, and meaning of their stories. We will have an opportunity to 
play with a lot of different mediums in the course. You will like some, you will not like some—that is all part of the process of discovering 
your own voice as a comic creator.  We will do our best to provide a variety of mediums to explore, however, there will be some materi-
als that everyone will be required to purchase for this course. As we explore and play with new mediums, we invite you to decide which 
ones you most enjoy, and budget some funds to purchase your own. 

sketchbook
All students will need to have a sketchbook dedicated to THIS 
course only. Sketchbooks are often like journals, so please make 
sure you will be comfortable sharing whatever you put inside 
your sketchbook with us at various points throughout the semes-
ter. Sketchbooks are as varied and unique as the drawings and 
writings they encase. They come in a large range of paper types, 
bounding types, and sizes. There is no right/wrong sketchbook 
for this course, so my advice is to get one that YOU like. Walmart, 
Kmart, and Hobby Lobby all have sketchbooks that will be appro-
priate for this class. (If you’re not into big chain stores, or you are 
not interested in supporting companies whose politics you do not 
agree with, the interwebz has some awesome deals too.) A word 
of caution, get one that you will have an easy time carrying around 
and drawing in. Many homework and class assignments will be 
collected in your sketchbook, so getting one with quite a few pages 
is probably a good idea. Zerbe’s favorite sketchbooks are usually 
between 4x6 and 8x11 in size, spiral bound (to open and draw on 
both sides of the page) and hardcover (durability counts!).  She 
also really loves moleskine sketchbooks with elastic banding to 
hold the book open or closed as needed. Here are some brands of 
sketchbooks that are tried and true: 

 Canson Field Sketchbook 
 Strathmore Sketchbooks & Visual Journals
 Moleskine Sketchbooks

Sketching is an important part of the idea process for any artist. 
Even if you don’t consider yourself an artist, or you are total new to 
the idea of carrying around a sketchbook, it is important that you 
start getting used to drawing and writing in it as often as possible. 
Your sketchbook is a place for you to plan, experiment, play, vent, 
and work. You can use it to draw, write, and take notes for this 
course. It can become a valuable tool for you as you progress 
through the class. Part of your grade in this course will be tethered 
to your sketchbook, so we recommend you start getting busy in it 
sooner rather than later. Z’s advice is to do a little bit of work in your 
sketchbook everyday. You will have 2 meetings with us through-
out the semester, during which we will ask to look through your 
sketchbook: once at the midterm, and once towards the end of the 
semester.

drawing pencils
This is another purchase that will probably be informed by taste. 
Of course you can draw with anything that makes marks, but 
having pencils that perform like you want them to can make the 
process of drawing and illustration much less frustrating and much 
more enjoyable. Basic No.2 pencils or mechanical pencils (HB 
rating) will be fine to get you started in this class. You should think 
about investing in a drawing pencil set or kit which should include 
a variety of pencils, charcoal, or conté, and will vary in rating from 
H to B. We will talk more about this in class.

plastic/kneaded eraser
White plastic drawing erasers work extremely well and don’t 
cause as much damage to the papers or substrates we will be 
using. Kneaded erasers are pliable and help to do detail work and 
precision erasures. You will need both in this course

Inking Pens 
Shock and awe…but there are LOTS of inking pens to choose 
from. For this class, you will need a set of drawing pens with a 
variety of nib styles and tips. Recommended:
•Pigma Mircon Pen Set (black, between 005 and 08 tip sizes)
•Copic Pen Set (black, broad and fine nibs between 005 and 08)
•Prismacolor Illustration Marker Set (either “Manga” Set of 8 pens 
o “Black” set of 5 pens)

bristol board
Either vellum or smooth at 11x14. You will need this later in the 
semester. We will let you know before hand and talk about which 
type is right for your project.

Ruler
At least 12 inches, and clear.  Ones with a true flat edge, instead 
of a beveled edge will give more precise lines for drawing panels.

USB or thumb drive 
At least 4GB. We will scan and photograph many works we make 
in this class, and some works may exist entirely digitally. Please 
make sure you have a jump drive with enough space to accom-
modate, large, high quality images.

folder or binder
You’ll need something for hand-outs and to store lose papers and 
drawings.



rules
In order to ensure the best learning environment, we have to 
institute some rules for this classroom. Please follow these 
rules closely, and we’ll have a kick ass semester making awe-
some comics. Break these rules, and Zerbetron and the Mad 
Professor will summon the Dark Lord Cathulhu to banish you 
to a dark counter-reality.

•No Cell Phones. Ever. Period. Phones should be on SILENT 
and put away. If you are caught using your phone in class, you 
will be counted as absent for the day and it will be taken from 
you and used to embarrass you. If you have an emergency 
and need to use the phone, step out of class to do so.
•No Facebook, IMs, Twitter, Tumblr, Instagram, Vine, etc. 
during class time. Occasionally we will use the mac lab to 
make work for this course. The computers are for ACADEMIC 
use only. If you misuse the computers during class time, you 
will lose access to the mac lab, and you will be counted as 
absent.  
•The printers are restricted to academic use only. Do not print 
personal things, and do not print for other classes during this 
course. 
•Clean up after yourself. Be mindful not to spill food, drink, or 
anything in the room. Please also bare in mind how pungent 
or loud your food is, and be courteous to others should you 
choose to have dinner or a snack during class. 
•Respect each other. Disagreements are ok, and often lead 
to great discussions, but ALWAYS maintain a high level of 
respect in all critiques and class discussions. 

other optional 

materials
As stated above, we are going to mess around with a LOT of materi-
als, mediums, and approaches. Whenever possible, we will provide 
sample materials to experiment with, but if you LOVE something we 
use in class, you may want to get your own to use on future projects. 
Some materials we may use in this course include: 

Colored Pencils and Colored Markers, Crayons, Paint Brush Sets, 
Brush Cleaner, Oil & Chalk Pastels, Watercolor Paints, Watercolor 
Pencils, Sumi Ink, Modge Podge, Vine Charcoal, Index Cards, Glue 
Sticks, Spray Fixative, Magazines and Craft Papers, x-acto knives, 
cutting boards, Gold Leaf, White Out Pens, Tracing Paper, Butchers 
Paper, Manila Drawing Paper, Glitter, Powder Pigments, Scrap Card-
board, Gesso, and many many more!

required books
We will be reading a lot of fascinating independent comics and graph-
ic novels, as well as important mainstream works in this course. While 
many of our readings will be smaller excerpts that will be provided 
to you as .pdfs, some stories we will read in their entirety. You are 
required to purchase the following books for this course:

 Watchmen: Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons
 The Best American Comics 2013: Jeff Smith, 
 Jessica Abel, and Matt Madden
 My New York Diary: Julie Doucet
 Understanding Comics: Scott McCloud

There are many MANY amazing comics and graphic novels out there. 
If you are interested in recommended readings beyond the required 
books above, please let us know and we will happily point you in the 
right direction.

studio & homework time 
Homework and studio time outside of class meeting times is a REQUIRED part of this course. As a 
3-credit studio course that meets for only 3 hours a week, you should budget approximately 6-9 hours 
a week for homework/studio work for this course alone. Each week that will include some combination 
of required readings, recommended readings, writing assignments or exercises, and visual arts assign-
ments or exercises. Some weeks will have less work required outside of class, while others may need a 
little more. Ultimately, it is your responsibility to exercise good judgment and time-management to stay 
caught up with the assignments for this course. Homework and studio-time are mandatory. If you are 
unable to commit the time you will not successfully pass this course.



•Take roll & go over syllabus 
•What Are Comics Anyhow? Examples, expectations, and 
styles 
•You DON’T Have To Be An Artist To Make Comics Styles, 
Getting Started, Resources
•Art Ice Breaker: Wrong-handed Speed Portraits 
•Creative Writing Exercise: The Free-write

Read “My New York Diary” By Julie Doucet
Read “Diary of a Mosquito Abatement Man” John Porcellino 
Read Best American Comics: “Cut Thru and Laundry Room” 
David Heatley 
Read “Two Questions” by Lynda Barry (inner critic reading)
Read “Understanding Comics” Introduction & Chapter 1 
Drawing/Writing Homework: Journaling: Write/draw something 
about your day, every day for a week (focus on little details, don’t 
fear the mundane. Get used to working in that sketchbook!)

Finish “Dream/Autobiographical” Comic
Read “Understanding Comics” Chapter 2 & 3 
Read Excerpt “Ghost World” Daniel Clowes
Read “The Best American Comics”: Concrete Park p. 229-238 

•In Class Discussion: “My New York Diary” and other readings 
•Diary/Dream Comics – Concepts and Techniques
•Go over drawing/writing homework (mini crits/feedback in 
partners)
•Understanding Comics – Terms & Definitions PPT
•Drawing Exercise – Stick Figure Strips (3 to 5 panels) Must use 
clear, readable stick figures. Simple drawings, to tell your story
•Writing Exercise: Collecting the Details of Memory
•Intro and Assign “Dream/Autobiographical Comic” Assign-
ment. Due next week (first collected assignment)

Read entire “Watchmen” graphic novel. 
Come prepared to talk about character narratives and complex 
story telling explored in this novel
Read Best American Comics “Nita Goes Home” by Eleanor 
Davis pp 214-228
Read “Understanding Comics” Chapter 4
Attend Common Dialogue Day Sessions and practice “life draw-
ing” in your sketchbook 
Comix Lab 9 - Page Building Basics & The Tier: “Sweded” Story 
Break down a familiar story into 18 Panels. 2 basic, uniform 9 
panel pages. Consider what needs to happen to create flow in 
the story/panels. Chapter 4 will help! (will be collected!)

•Collect Autobiographical Comics Assignment
•In Class Discussion of Readings. How does character play a 
role in these stories? How did your readings in Understanding 
Comics help you to better engage with the assigned material? 
•Writing Exercise: Deepening your Characters through dialogue 
and detail “Heroes” and “Villains” 
•Drawing Exercise: Animal, Occupation, Emotion Challenge
•Demo/Workshop: Designing & Drawing Characters – Under 
drawings, Character Maps, and Proportions 

week 1 august 26 - jumping right in! 

week 2 september 2 - diary & dream comics

class work home work due 9.2

home work due 9.9class work

week 3 september 9 - complex characters
class work home work DUE 9.23



week 4 common dialouge day - no class 

week 5 september 23 - character & Story 

•Collect Comix Lab 9 Assignment
•Watchmen Discussion
•Drawing Exercise: Imaginary Creatures – Watercolor and 
Micron Pen
•Writing Lecture: Your Character’s Conflicts: Three Snapshots
•Introduce “3 Scenes from a Character’s Life” Assignment. 
Start work in class

Finish “3 Scenes” Comic Assignment. Bring to class next week
Read “The Dead of Winter” by Debbie Drechsler (monochromat-
ic example)
Read “Kabuki” Excerpt 
Read Neil Gaimen Excerpt
Read “The Making of” excerpt by Brecht Evans
Read Best American Comics “The Speaker” by Brandon Graham 
pp. 26-34 
Read “Understanding Comics” Chapter 5

class work home work Due 9.30

week 6 september 30 - breaking boarders

•Collect 3 Scenes Assignment
•Discuss Readings 
•Color Theory and Mixing PPT 
•Breaking Panel Boarders  - Page layout, sequential imaging, 
etc 
•Writing Exercise: Fractured Narratives 
•Drawing Exercise: Non-local color challenge  
•Introduce Paint Swatches Assignment: Color & Story. Students 
will choose paint swatches. Assignment is to create a 2-3 page 
narrative that is monochromatic based on the color swatch 
chosen. Connect with mood/tone/color theory discussed in class. 
Due next week

class work home work Due 10.7
Finish Color & Story Assignment
Read “Understanding Comics” Chapter 8 (about color)
Read Chris Ware “Now and Later” (Fractured Narrative example) 
Read Best American Comics: “Discipline” by Joseph Lambert pp. 
338-350
Read Best American Comics: “The Strange Boy” p. 247 – 262

week 7 october 7 - sister stories/jam comics

•Collect Color & Story Assignment
•Discuss Readings and Jam Comics Assignment
•Drawing Exercise: 1-line Portraits 
•Guest Visit from a Sister

class work home work Due 10.14
Choose Favorite/Least Favorite Part of Sister’s story. Sketch/
Write approaches
Read Understanding Comics Chapter 6 & 7
Read “The Book of Genesis” excerpt: by R. Crumb
Read “The Cartoon Utopia” excerpt by Ron Rege Jr.  
Read “Maus” excerpt by Art Spiegelman 

week 8 october 14 - jam comics collab!

•Discussion of Readings
•Translating Other People’s Stories
•Drawing Exercise: Exquisite Corpse Drawings/ Scribble to 
Character 
•Writing Exercise: Microstories: Favorite/Least Favorite Words
•Work in Groups on Jam Project
•Group Discussion of Homework

class work home work Due 10.21
Based on Group Work, start working on sketches and panels
Prepare for Meeting by being ready to discuss your work as an 
artist/writer. Be prepared to talk about which comic artists you’ve 
enjoyed/disliked
Bring your sketchbook for midterm check in 



week 9 october 21 - midterm meetings 

•Work in Groups on Jam Project
•Meet for Individual Midterm Conference

class work home work Due 10.28
Sister Stories Jam Comic Due
Read Understanding Comics Chapter 6 & 7
Read Best American Comics 
Read Best American: “The Divine Manifestation of a Singular 
Impulse” by Jesse Jacobs pp 35-53
Read “Jim” excerpt by Jim Woodring
Read excerpt from “X’ed Out” by Charles Burns
Read Chris Ware “Landmarks”

week 10 october 28 - background & setting 

•Crit Sister Stories Jam Comic
•Inspiration from Film PPT – Pre-production setting/back-
ground examples
•Drawing Exercise (in class, approximately 30 mins) Choose 
any location on campus, and do an architectural rendering in the 
style of Dr. Seuss. 
•Writing Assignment: Fantastical Settings vs. The Mundane
•Macro/Micro Assignment: Choose a location and start at the 
largest point, then plan a narrative that zooms in to the smallest 
point, all while staying in the same location. Get creative. Should 
span 9-18 panels
•Introduce Final Comic Assignment

class work home work Due 11.4
Finish Macro/Micro
Start brainstorming ideas for final assignment
Read “Understanding Comics” Chapter 9 
Read Best American Comics “The Good Wife” by Sophie Gold-
stein pp. 93-103
Read Best American Comics “Turn Back” by Sam Alden pp. 
54-86
Read non-verbal comics by Richard McGuire

week 11 november 4 - non-verbal comics

•Collect Macro/Micro
•Exploring Materials In Class: Working with Mixed Media 
through the “Suspect Device” Assignment. Choose 2 random 
panels, then map out a story and comic that spans between the 
two panels in 7 frames, for a total of 9 panels. You can draw, 
paint, or collage your remaining panels using any or all of the 
materials in class. 
•Photography Comics/ Experimental Comics (video)

class work home work Due 11.11
Rough draft of your final project to show class
Finish “Suspect Device” Comic
Bring all assignments, sketches, and a flash drive to class next 
week 
Read “The Magical Life of Long Tack Sam” excerpt 

week 12 november 11 - computers + collage

•Mac Lab with Z: How to import photos into photo shop, and do 
basic page layouts, effects, and digital lettering.  Digital Coloring.  
Printing workflow and saving for print or web.
•How to provide feedback
•Work in Progress Presentations

class work home work Due 11.18
Work on Final Project. 
Due Next week: Story Draft 2/ Character Designs 
Completed/3 Page Rough Draft Spread (storyboard or stick 
figures are fine)



week 13 november 18 - book binding demo

•Small group crits of rough drafts
•Book Binding Workshop

class work home work

Work on Final Project. 

week 14 november 25 thanksgiving - no class

week 15 december 2 -  getting it out there! 

•Publication and Literary Journals/Venues for Comics
•Pursuing a future as an Artist/Writer
•Contests and Conferences
•Open Questions about process
•Final Project check in with professors  

class work home work

Final Comic Due NEXT WEEK

week 16 december 9 - FINAL COMIC DAY!
Share your comics with the group. We will have snacks and cele-
brate our creative works! Don’t cry, we’ll miss you too. 


